
It’s all in

CHOOSE A SYSTEM THAT 
MOVES WITH YOU. 

How do you phaco?

Let’s talk. 
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THE WAY YOU MOVE 
SETS THE PACE OF 
YOUR PRACTICE. 
The COMPACT INTUITIV System 
keeps phaco moving forward.  
Designed to outperform expectations, 
it unifies high functionality and enduring 
practicality for reliable assurance in the 
moment — and in the long run. 

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE 
•  Proactive intraocular pressure (IOP) management 

with automatic occlusion sensing 

•  Ultrasound efficiency from the  
ELLIPS® FX Handpiece

•  Responsive fluidics for high surgeon control

SURGICAL SUITE OPTIMIZATION  
•  Smart, user-centric design for  

value and efficiency

•  Action-ready setup and convenience 

INDICATIONS   

The COMPACT INTUITIV System is an AC-powered device with 
a fragmenting needle for cataract surgery to disrupt a cataract with 
ultrasound and extract the cataract. The single-use pack is used 
with the COMPACT INTUITIV System. The single-use pack is 
sterilized using Ethylene Oxide and is designed for single use only. 
See Important Safety Information continued on page 8.
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AUTO-STEADY       
When your system maintains IOP for you, you’re free 
to concentrate on the procedure, not the pressure. 
The COMPACT INTUITIV System constantly 
monitors the vacuum and automatically responds 
to changes as they arise.

CONFIDENCE AND CONTROL          
The ELLIPS® FX Handpiece helps protect the 
eye throughout the process — and in your results. 

FREE TO FLOW          
Made to give you steady command over fragments 
and flow, the responsive peristaltic pump 
keeps things moving without sacrificing control.  

PROACTIVE IOP MANAGEMENT:
• Continuously monitors vacuum 
•  Anticipates pressure changes 
•  Responds to occlusion breaks within 20 milliseconds 

ELLIPTICAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT:
•  High-speed cutting  

and holdability   
•  Minimal clogging
•  Reduced heat 

generated at the 
incision site2

•  Does not present  
heat build-up3

HIGH-FLOW, HIGH-RELIABILITY FLUIDICS:
 •  Helps maintain a 

working space from 
the posterior chamber 
and iris  

•  Holds large lens 
fragments at the tip 
to effectively pull first 
quadrant centrally

Results from non-clinical study.
COMPACT INTUITIV System: Aspiration 30 ccm, Vacuum 400 mmHg, Pump Ramp 100%, Bottle Height 90 cm, CASE Vacuum 200 mmHg, OPO80 and OPO85. 
INFINITI® System: INTREPID® Plus Fluidics Management System, Aspiration 30 ccm, Vacuum 400 mmHg, Bottle Height 90 cm. 

IOP THROUGH POST-OCCLUSION SURGE AND RECOVERY¹

With the 
disposable pack

(Change in pressure 
from steady state 
to post-occlusion 
surge trough)

With the 
disposable pack

(Change in time 
from post-occlusion 
surge trough back to 
steady state)

Surgical cadence at your command.

Designed to keep pace with your surgical rhythm, the 
COMPACT INTUITIV System helps safeguard the eye while giving 
you the power you need to keep your procedures flowing smoothly. 
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INFINITI® System

COMPACT INTUITIV System 
Disposable Packs

COMPACT INTUITIV System 
Reusable Packs

36% 68%
LESS CHANGE 
IN IOP 
than the 
INFINITI® 
Vision System

FASTER IOP 
RECOVERY 
than the 
INFINITI® 
Vision System

•  Maintains significantly  
cooler temperatures  
than the competitor 
handpiece3

•  Substantially less 
heating than the 
competitor handpiece 
when blocked3

RESULTS START HERE
Demonstrates significantly less corneal edema and lower 
endothelial cell loss than the Alcon OZil handpiece.4
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Enjoy the ease and efficiency of a system that’s ready when you need it, where you need it. 

ALWAYS READY

ACTION-READY SETUP AND PORTABILITY: 
•  Small footprint in the OR
• Fast and simple OR setup 
• One-step prime/tune
• Auto-loading reusable and disposable packs 
• Convenient portability, reliable durability 

CAPTURE AND SHARE  
YOUR PROCEDURES  
Access the High-Definition Surgical Media 
Center to record your surgeries and play them 
back later. Each video includes data from the 
procedure so you can learn from your cases and 
share your insights with others. 

The COMPACT INTUITIV System is designed to work the way you do, giving you dependable 
performance day after day while bringing value to your practice over time.

VALUE AND FLEXIBILITY        

OPERATIONAL SAVINGS AND VERSATILITY: 
•  Choose reusable packs to reduce ordering 

and expenses 
•  Choose disposable packs for 

day-to-day convenience 
•  Customize settings for quick case access 

or multiple-surgeon environments 

USER-DRIVEN USABILITY: 
• Simple, touchscreen user interface 
• Practical to program and use 
•  Easy control with the Advanced 

Linear Footpedal 
•  Quick access to settings via 

wireless remote 

The way you move

Primed for progress at your speed.

Your expertise only begins with technique, so your phaco system 
shouldn’t simply get the job done; it should empower your entire 
experience. The COMPACT INTUITIV System is ready when you 
need it, convenient as you use it and delivers value over time.  

matters.matters.
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Unifies high capability and cost efficiency.

Delivers on performance and experience.

Helps empower your clinical and 
operational efficiency. 

And with the COMPACT INTUITIV System, 
it can begin today —  and keep on giving. 

VA
LU

E  

Schedule a demo with your 
Phaco Specialist today.

How do 
you phaco?



IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR THE COMPACT INTUITIV SYSTEM
     Rx Only

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS: Read the following safety precautions and warnings carefully before you use the system in surgery. Do not use extension cords with your 
machine. Do not overload your AC electrical outlet. If there is damage to the cord or the plug, do not use the instrument. A damaged cable can cause an electric shock to the 
user or a fire hazard to the system. Call AMO customer service to order a new cord. Do not block the openings as heat build-up can cause system failures that can result in 
a fire hazard. The instrument has ventilation openings at the rear of the console to allow ambient air intake and the release of heat generated during operation. Do not block 
the air fans on the bottom of the console as heat build-up can cause system failures which can result in a fire hazard. Do not try to roll the system cart on carpets or over 
objects on the floor such as cables and power cords. Take care not to trip over the power cords and the foot pedal cords. Do not place the instrument on uneven or sloped 
surfaces. Only use disposables, accessories, or other surgical instruments designed for this system. Use only parts recommended by AMO to achieve the optimum 
performance and the safety of the system. Do not operate the system in a condensing environment. Take care to protect the instrument from fluid sprays or fluid buildup. 
Do not exceed maximum weight of 25 pounds (11.25 Kg) on the Programmable IV Pole bottle holder. Do not use more than one IV pole extender with the IV pole. If there 
is no IV pole attached to the system, hang the irrigation fluid container at least 77 cm from the patient’s eye. To protect the patient from contaminated fluids or handpieces, 
use only: sterile tubing sets, sterile irrigation fluid, sterile handpieces. Use caution when handling handpiece with sharp edges or pointed tips. Wrap the excess power cord 
neatly around the cord wrap on the back of the IV pole or cart. Always replace the Single-Use Pack and irrigation solution bottle between surgical cases. Phaco and 
Vitrectomy Operation: Do not activate the Phaco and Vitrectomy handpieces with the tips in air as this reduces the useful life of the handpiece and the cutter. When 
introducing power to the Phaco or Vitrectomy handpieces, the tips should be in one of the following: a test chamber filled with irrigating solution, a container of irrigating 
solution, or the patient’s eye. Failure to properly attach the tubing to the appropriate vacuum source or pressure source affects the vitrectomy handpiece operation. Be sure 
to read the handpiece package insert for correct assembly procedures and connection procedures. Diathermy: When you select the Diathermy mode, you hear a tone or a 
voice. Also, you hear an audible tone when you apply diathermy power. You must check the diathermy cable periodically for damage. If the cable shows signs of damage, 
replace the cable immediately with the same type of cable. Use of other types of cables can affect the diathermy performance. During surgery, the diathermy output power 
should be as low as possible for the intended purpose. AMO recommends 30% setting to start. The patient should not come into contact with ungrounded metal parts when 
using diathermy. Position the diathermy cable in such a way that the cable avoids contact with the patient or other leads. For proper operation of the diathermy, replace the 
handpiece with the same type. Power IV Pole: Do not exceed maximum weight of 25 pounds (11.25 Kg) on the IV pole bottle holder. Foot Pedal: Never handle the foot pedal 
by its power cord. Do not place the foot pedal on a wet surface. WARNINGS: All personnel should read and understand the instructions in the COMPACT INTUITIV 
System operator’s manual before they use the system. Failure to do so may result in the improper operation of the system. Only a trained and licensed physician is to use 
this device. The system comes equipped with a 3-prong power plug, which you must plug into an outlet with a ground receptacle. If the plug does not fit the outlet, contact 
an electrician. DO NOT modify or remove the ground pin. The surgical staff must monitor the irrigation solution bottle height and the fluid level at all times. A low bottle 
or empty bottle affects the fluid balance and the intraocular pressure (IOP) while aspirating. Low bottle height or low or empty bottle fluid level can result in: inadvertent 
chamber shallowing or collapse, aspiration or abrasion of the iris or other eye tissue, an ultrasonic wound heating commonly called wound burn (extreme case). 
DO NOT attempt to use the system if it fails to perform properly as stated in this manual. DO NOT use the system in the presence of any of the following as a fire 
can result: flammable anesthetics, other flammable gases, flammable fluids, flammable objects, and oxidizing agents. Make sure that the patient does not have a 
cardiac pacemaker as this unit might interfere with any cardiac pacemaker; therefore obtain qualified advice prior to such use. The patient must not come into 
contact with grounded metal parts or metal parts that have appreciable capacitance to ground. AMO recommends the use of an antistatic mat for this purpose. Use 
proper handling and disposal methods for biohazards when you dispose of the Single-Use Pack, Mayo stand cover, and monitor cover. Follow good operating room 
procedures to prevent injury or contamination. Use caution when you extend, retract, or swivel the Mayo stand articulating arm. Stay clear of the hinged hardware. 
Make sure that you unlock the wheels before you move the cart. Make sure that the wheels move freely when moving the cart. Place monitoring electrodes or other 
types of equipment as far from those of the COMPACT INTUITIV System as possible. AMO recommends high current limiting devices for the protection of such 
systems. Do not use needle monitoring electrodes. Keep the diathermy cord away from the patient and other handpieces or leads (for example, monitoring 
electrodes). Keep unused ACTIVE ELECTRODES away from the patient. The output power selected should be as low as possible for the intended purpose. This 
unit complies with all Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) standards and requirements. It is possible that interference provided by the operation of the HIGH 
FREQUENCY (HF) SURGICAL EQUIPMENT can adversely influence the operation of other electronic equipment. Do not have skin-to-skin contact on the 
patient. For example, between the arms and the torso. Insert dry gauze to avoid contact, as appropriate. Note: The unit does not contain any neutral electrode. Note: 
The diathermy output is bipolar. Note: AMO recommends that you check the condition of all interconnecting and handpiece cables on a regular basis. Risk of burns 
and fire. Do not use near conductive materials such as metal bed parts, inner spring mattresses, and the like. Renew electrode cables on evidence of deterioration. 
Hazardous electrical output. This equipment is for use only by qualified personnel. Disconnect the power before you service the equipment. Remove the power 
cord from the power outlet when the equipment is not in use. Do not obstruct the power outlet so you can readily remove the power cord. Not recommended for 
use in condensing environment. If exposed to condensing environment, allow system to equilibrate to typical operating room conditions prior to use. You do not 
need to use a NEUTRAL ELECTRODE with this HIGH FREQUENCY (HF) SURGICAL EQUIPMENT. Failure of the HIGH FREQUENCY (HF) SURGICAL 
EQUIPMENT could result in an unintended increase of output power. Sterility assurance is the responsibility of the user. You must sterilize all non-sterile 
accessories prior to use. Prior to using any invasive portions of the handpiece assembly, examine under the microscope for any obvious damage, oxidation, or the 
presence of foreign material. You must note any questionable characteristics; use a backup handpiece for surgery. Use of contaminated or damaged system 
accessories can cause patient injury. Do not use non-AMO approved products with the COMPACT INTUITIV System, as this can affect overall system performance. 
AMO cannot be responsible for system surgical performance if you use these products in surgery.
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